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Abstract

This paper deals with discrete time, single-input single-output systems. A character-

ization of a general class of adaptive controllers is given. Using this characterization it

is shown that an adaptive controller based on the 1' optimal design strategy leads to a

globally convergent adaptive scheme. The use of adaptive 11 controllers is motivated by

the problem of robust adaptive control, and the results of this paper offer an alternative

way of handling this problem.
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1. Introduction

The main objective of adaptive control is to compensate for the lack of knowledge of

the plant by having time-varying controllers whose parameters change according to some

learning mechanism. For example, a combined estimation/control procedure has exactly

that property, where the learning is achieved via an appropriate estimation algorithm.

The goal of this paper is to present a new approach to the problem of adaptive control.

The main objective is to derive conditions for the stability of a general adaptive control

scheme, with the least dependence on the specific design procedure. Such an approach

will serve as a characterization of a large class of adaptive controllers, and thus make it

possible to impose design specifications. Investigating the input-output properties of these

schemes makes it possible to choose from a class of adaptive controllers the one that is

most suitable from a practical point of view. For example, if a reduction in the sensitivity

to external disturbances and high frequency unmodeled dynamics is desired, a satisfactory

controller will most likely be based on the H ° ° or 11 design procedures.

This general approach is intended to supply a method of analysis, which can be used

to investigate the stability of adaptive schemes regardless of the design method. This ap-

proach reduces the problem to that of investigating the exponential stability of a sequence

of time-invariant operators, the continuity of the design procedure, and the rate of vari-

ation of the controller parameters and the estimates of the plant parameters. With this

approach the stability of the typical adaptive controllers based on pole-placement, or min-

imum prediction error controllers, can be easily inferred. An illustration of this approach

will be given by applying it to the adaptive scheme based on the l1-design methodology.

In this paper, we will consider an indirect scheme based on the 11-optimal design
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methodology. This approach is investigated in the case where the unknown plant is Single-

Input Single-Output and admits a unique 11-optimal controller. Our goal is to explore

such a methodology and see whether it leads to a globally convergent adaptive scheme.

The 11 optimal control problem is a design philosophy where a linear controller is de-

signed to achieve both internal stability and optimal disturbance rejection. This approach

may lead to better ways of dealing with disturbances in the presence of adaptation. In

adaptive control the problem of dealing with disturbances is of extreme importance. In

the literature it has been demonstrated [ 1 ] that the presence of bounded and persistent

disturbances may lead to the failure of the adaptive scheme through the degradation of

performance or even the loss of stability. This problem has been the target of intensive

research ( e.g [ 2,3 ] ) under the banner of robust adaptive control. The approach used in

tackling these problems is to analyze an adaptive scheme which is designed without taking

disturbances into account, and investigate its robustness to external disturbances. The

idea of using an 11-optimal design procedure may turn out to be the right way of han-

dling such a problem. The reason is that I'-optimal controllers are constructed to achieve

optimal rejection of disturbances.

The adaptive 11 controller will be based on certainty-equivalence approach, where at

each step the system parameters are estimated and the controller is implemented using

the estimated parameters. At each estimation stage a modeling error is commited which

affects the output of the estimated plant. The 11 optimal controller will be constructed

to minimize the effect of this error on the output. In this paper we will show that under

reasonable assumptions an adaptive controller can be based on the 11 design strategy, and

the result is a globally convergent adaptive scheme.
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2. Model, A Priori Information, Parameter Estimation

In this paper, we will concentrate on single-input single-output discrete-time systems.

Such systems can be represented by the following transfer function

B(z)
P =

A(z)

where B and A are polynomials in z, given by

A(z) = 1 + alz + ... - + am zml

B(z) = biz + ...... + bm2 Zm 2

The variable z represents the unit shift operator defined by zr(t) = r(t-1) for any sequence

r(t), where t is an integer. The coefficients of B and A are not known a priori. However,

we will assume knowledge of a bound on the degrees of A and B. This is included in the

following assumption

(AS-1)

The integer n = max(mI, m2) is known a priori.

In the presence of output disturbances of the form Ad(t), the model can be written

as follows

y(t) = 4(t - 1)T 80 + d(t) (1)

where

0T = [-al ,,-abl,..., bn]

Ob(t - 1)T = [y(t- 1),....,y(t - n), u(t- 1),....,u(t - n)]

Id(t) < A

The form (1) is the form usually used in connection with parameter estimation [ 4 ]. We

will assume that A is known, and we will use the constrained projection algorithm with

dead zone for the recursive estimation part of the scheme. This algorithm is described by

@(t) = Projection of s(t) on C
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S(t) = (t 1) + c + 4(t - )T(t - 1) [y(t) - (t - )T (t - 1)]

ri(t-1) =( 0(t - 1), if ly(t) - ck(t - 1)T(t - 1)1 > 2;

0, otherwise.

with 0(0) given, and i7(t - 1) is a positive sequence that satisfies

0 < rlmin •< (t) < rlmax • 1

The choice of the estimation algorithm is not unique and other algorithms, for example

least squares, will work equally well. At each instant of time the estimation algorithm

supplies an estimate 0'(t) from which we obtain estimates of the polynomials At and Bt

given by

At = 1 - l(t)z +- ... + a,(t)zn

Bt = bi(t)z + ... + b,(t)zn

Before we continue, with the description of the problem, we will list the following properties

of the constrained projection algorithm that will be useful in the analysis [ 4 ]. Let

e(t) = y(t) - O(t - 1)T0(t _ 1)

(1) 110(t) - 0oll < l(t - 1) - Goll < 11(O) - 0oll, t > 1

(2) lirm + (tl1)(et(t)2 ) < oo. This implies
N -- oo t1 C+O(t--1)T(t-1)

(a) lim 1(t-1)(e(t)2-4A2 ) =0
t) t- - [C+O(t-l)T4(t-i)]

(b) limsup Il1(t) - 0(t - k)lI < 2A for any finite k
t--+oo

In the case of no disturbances, the above properties reduce to the usual estimation

properties [4]. Even in this case, the above properties do not imply that the estimates con-

verge to the true values. Moreover, the estimates may not converge at all. The properties

of the estimation algorithm, however, imply that the estimates remain bounded, and their

variation slows down as time progresses.
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3. Characterization of a Class of Slowly Time-Varying Controllers

We will present a general approach of analyzing adaptive schemes from the point of

view of slowly time-varying systems. In this approach the sequence of estimated plants

is viewed as a slowly time-varying system. Controllers will be designed on the basis of

the frozen-time parameters of the system, and thus form a sequence which again can be

regarded as a time-varying controller. In this section we will give a theorem which insures,

under suitable assumptions, the stability of the closed-loop system. This setup applies to

the problem of indirect adaptive control, where the plant is estimated and on the basis

of the estimates a controller is designed. The slow variation of the estimates of the plant

parameters is an issue that will be discussed later on.

We will consider a sequence of plants Pt = B, where Bt and At are polynomials in

the unit shift operator z. For notational purposes the following definition will be used

Notation: At E STV(T, y) if At is slowly time-varying in the sense that there exists

constants -y and T such that

IlAt - A,11A < <1t - r1 for all t,r > T.

A is the space of functions whose elements are of the form h(z) = E--o hiz i with {hi}

an element of 11, (i.e the space of °°-stable time-invariant operators). Due to the fact

that stable functions are isomorphic to l1 sequences, we will not distinguish in notation

between an element in A or its isomorphic image in 11. The above definition means that the

rate of variation of the operator At can be controlled after a sufficiently large time period

elapses. If the sequence of plants Pt was generated by an estimation procedure, such as

in the case of adaptive control with no disturbances, then it follows that the numerator

and denominator of Pt have the above slow variation property. At each instance of time

a controller Ct = Mt is designed on the basis of the frozen parameter plant Pt. Note that

at a particular point in time Pt is a linear time invariant plant. Therefore the design of

Ct may be accomplished by a variety of linear control design approaches. Typical design

procedures used in the literature on adaptive control include, minimum prediction error,

and pole-placement controllers. The approach presented here cover these cases and has
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the advantage of being applicable to more elaborate control techniques. The controller

parameters satisfy the following identity for each time instance t

Gt = MtBt + AtLt

where Gt is the closed loop polynomial. The following general result will give a sufficient

condition for the l°°-stability of a class of adaptive controllers.

Theorem 1: Given that P = B is a linear time invariant plant, and N is an integer such

that the degrees of A and B are bounded by N. Denote by At and Bt the estimates of A

and B at time t. Suppose a time-varying controller C is implemented with the following

property

C(r - y) = u if and only if Mt(r(t) - y(t)) = Ltu(t)

and

AtLt + MtBt = Gt

where Lt, Mt, and Gt are stable polynomials, and {r(t)} is a bounded reference input.

Suppose that the following conditions hold:

(a) The sequence of plants are slowly time-varying in the sense, At E STV(TA, A),

Bt E STV(TB,r1y), for some TA, TB < 00.

(b) The closed-loop polynomial and the sequence of controllers are slowly time-varying

in the sense, Gt E STV(TG,'yG), Mt E GTV(TM, yM), Lt E STV(TL,ryL) for some

TG, TM, TL < 00oo.

(c) There exists an integer N1 such that the degrees of Lt and Mt are bounded by N 1 for

all time t.

(d) The zeros of Gt are contained in the complement of the disc {s E C: Isl < 1 + E), in

the complex plane.

(e) The norms of the frozen parameter, linear time-invariant operators Gt - l, Lt, Mt, are

bounded uniformly in t.

Then there exists a non-zero constants y such that if yG, IB, 'A, q'M, IL •< ', the

time-varying compensator will result in a stable adaptive system.
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Proof: The idea of the proof is very intuitive. The estimation scheme provides a sequence

of estimates of the plant, which in turn, will be used to design the compensator. Viewing

these estimates as a linear time-varying plant, the compensator is chosen to stabilize this

plant by stabilizing its frozen time values. The conditions in the theorem are exactly

the conditions needed to insure the stability of this fictitious system. The error signal

e(t) will appear as a disturbance of the above system, and hence the operator mapping

it to the signals u(t), y(t) is stable. Finally, property 2a of the estimation scheme insures

boundedness of the error signal and consequently u(t), y(t), resulting in a stable adaptive

system. In the course of the proof we will use the following notation in manipulating

time-varying polynomials.

AtBt = Ej ai(t)bj(t)zi+ j = BtAt

i j

and

At.Bt = E ai (t)b (t - i)zi+j Bt.At
i j

for time-invariant polynomials AB = A.B = B.A. Also, we will use the notation [At, Bt] =

At.Bt - AtBt.

The time-varying polynomials At and Bt are obtained from a parameter estimation

algorithm, driven by the error term e(t) = y(t) -¢(t - 1) T(t- 1). The following equations

are the basic components of the adaptive scheme:

e(t) = Atly(t) - Bt_1 u(t) (2)

Ltu(t) = Mt(-y(t) + r(t)) (3)

Gt = MtBt + AtLt. (4)

We note that the output disturbances are implicitly included in the error signal. The basic

idea is to relate the sequences {u(t)} and {y(t)} to the sequences {e(t)} and {r(t)}, and

show that the resulting operator is I°-stable. Using the above three equations (2)-(4) this

can be easily done and the resulting equations can be written as:

Gt + Xt GSt 1 U(t)_ = w(t) - Mte(t) (5)
LWt Gt+Zt Ly(t) z(t) + Lte(t)



where

Xt = [Bt, Mt] + [Lt, At- 1] + Lt(At-1 - At)

St = [Bt,Lt] + [Lt, Bt-l] + (Bt - Bt-I)Lt-l

Wt = -[At,Mt] + [Mt,At-1] + Mt(At- 1 - At)

Zt = [At, Lt] + [Mt, Bt-l] + Mt(Bt - Bt-1)

The filtered signals w(t) and z(t) are given by:

w(t) = At.Mtr(t)

z(t) = Bt.Mtr(t)

For any time r E Z + , we can factor the frozen time operator G,, evaluate the equations

at t = 7, and consider the evolution of the system as a function of T. The equations can

be written as

I + H,(Gt - G,) + HTXt HTSt U] [u(r)
H(Wt I + Hr(Gt - G.) +HtZt Y

H7 w(r) - HMte(r) 1
[ Hrz(r) + H7 Lte() 

where the operator Hr is the inverse of the frozen parameter operator Gr, whose invertibilty

is insured by the assumptions in the theorem. Note that t in the above equation is only a

parameter and does not represent time, since the equations evolve as a function of r. As

it stands this notation may seem confusing, but explicit formulas for the evolution of the

operator equations will be given later which will clarify this point. Our objective is to show

that if the perturbing operators involved in the above expression have the fading memory

property then the above system is 1°°00 -stable. In specific, the fading memory property will

be used to insure that the following operator

_[I 01 [HT(Gt - G,) + HXt HSt 
Q L IJ HrWt H,(Gt-Gr) + H.Zt]
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has an inverse which is lC'-stable. The proof of this fact will be done in two steps. First

we will show how to control the norms of the terms in

F = [Hr(Gt - G) +HX HX HStHW- H (Gt - G,) + HrZt 

and second we will use the obtained estimates to prove the invertibility. Note that in the

sequel we will use the symbol C for constants that may not be the same.

Step 1:

To perform the first task we will look at the operator Hr(Gt - Gr), and show how we

can estimate its norm. We start by giving a representation for the time-varying operator

F1 = Hr(Gt - Gr). Let y(t) be an 1°c sequence, we can write

(Gt - G,)(y)(t) = >(gt(t - i) - g7(t - i))y(i)
i=O

and
tIC k

x(t) = H 7 (Gt - G)(y)(t) = E h(t - k)(g(k - i) - g(k -i))y(i)
k=O i=O

where {h,(k)} is the pulse response for the time-invariant frozen operator Hr. By changing

the order of summation we get

t t

x(t) = Hn(Gt - G,)(y)(t) = [E hT(t - k)(gk(k - i) - g,(k - i))]y(i).
i=O k=i

By setting t = r in the above expression we get the following representation

x·() = fi (,i)y(i),
i=o

and the kernel of the mapping is given by

f (r,i) = h,(- k)(g9(k - i) - g,(k - i)).
k=i

The slow variation will be used in order to show that the operator F1 has fading memory.

For that reason we will look at

'r r k

(0) = E Ifi(r~i)l < • Ihr(r - k)l E I9k(k - i) - gr(k - i).
i=O k=O i=O
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The operator Gt E STV(T, -G), which means that for a sufficiently large time T and

, k > T we have

k 00oo

E gk(i) - gr(i)l < E 9gk(i) - gr(i)l = IIGk - Grill •< YGjk - r.
i-=O i=o

The fact that the time variation of Gt can be controlled for large enough time results in

the following bound for P(r)

T T

#(r) Z< E IGk-GrIlihr(r-k)l+SG j Ik-rIlh,(r-k)l for T > T.
k=o k=T+l

Consider the first term on the right hand side of the above inequality. Using the fact that

IIGtll is uniformly bounded by a constant, say B we get

T r

E Ih(r - k)lllGk - G1 1 < 2B Ih-(k)l.
k=O k=r-T

Since H, is bounded uniformly in r, it follows that for any given E1 > 0 there exists a

constant T, such that

sup Ihr(k)l < E.
r>Tl k=--T

The second term on the right of the above inequality can be rewritten as

- v--T-1 oozG Ik-rllhr(r-k)| < YG E jh,(k)Ik <G EklhT(k)j.
k=T+l k=O k=O

Using the fact that Hr has a uniformly bounded norm and its poles are bounded away

from a disc of radius 1 + E, it follows that there exists a positive constant C such that

T

YG E lk-rIlh,(r-k)I < C-G
k=T+1

At this point we can choose yl small enough so that E1 + -ylC can be made arbitrarily

small. That is for any given E > O, there exists an integer T2 such that

sup (r-) < E (6)
r>T2
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The norms of the rest of the terms in F can be handled in a similar manner. For

example the operator Hr[Bt,Mt] can be estimated by

IIH,[Bt,Mt]Il • CII[Bt, M t] 1

Controlling the term [Bt, Mt] follows in a similar way the analysis given above for the term

HT(Gt - GT), and a similar conclusion follows.

Step 2:

The invertibility of the operator I + F where F is give by

F= [ Hr(Gt -Gr) + HrXt HrSt 
HrWt Hr(Gt-Gr) + HrZt

is in essence concerned with the solvability of the equation

y(t) + Fy(t) = e(t).

for e(t) E 12°°. Let f(t, s) be the kernel representing the operator F. From the analysis

presented in the first step it follows that there exists an integer T such that

Ml = sup lf(r,i)I < 1
r>T.

First we investigate the operator I + F on the time segment [0, T]. On this time segment

the operator I + F is finite dimensional and is given by

I + f(0, o) 0 ... 0 e(o)f(1,0) I+f(,) ... 0 y e()
I+J )) sl(T) _ e(1 )

f(T,) f(T, 1) ... I(T,) T, T) e(T)

Denote by PT the truncation operator which maps a sequence into its first T terms. The

operator PT(I + F)PT which maps PT(12° °) into PT(/2°° ) is invertible, since in our case

f(t, t) = 0. Therefore there exists a constant C, such that

IIPTYIIoo < Clelloo (7)

-- ~~~~~~~-1



To complete the proof of the first step we should be able to bound the term (I - PT)Y in

terms of e(t), arising from the solution of (I + F)y = e. We have

(I- PT)Y + (I- PT)Fy = (I- PT)e,

which implies that

II(I - PT)yII - II(I - PT)FyIIoo < 1(1 - PT)elIo < Ilelloo. (8)

Investigate the term

(I-PT)Fy(t)= {Ei=o f(t, i)y(i), if t > T;

This implies that
t

II(I- PT)FYll < E Ilf(t,i)lllly(i)lI for t > T
i=o

T t

= llf(ti)lllly(i)ll + E IIf(t,i)lllly(i)ll
i=O i=T+l

T t

< IPTYII oosup E If (t,i) I + 11 (I- PT)yII0 Sup E If (t,i) I.
t>T i=0 t>T i=T+I

Now from equation (8), we have

II(I - PT)YIIoo < MlIIPTYIIoo + M 1 (I - PT)YIIoo + HIelloo

Which implies that

I(I - PT)yII < 1 MClIelloo + Ilelloo. (9)1 - Ml 1 - Ml

Combining the results from (7)-(9) we get the following bound,

IIlloo < IIPTYIIoo + II(I - PT)YIIoo < k|llel1oo

for some positive constant kl.
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Therefore, what we have established thus far is that in (5) the sequences {u(t), y(t))

are bounded by the sequences {e(t), w(t), z(t)}. Equivalently,

Ilk(t)ll < K 1 + K2 max le(r)I

Now using property (a) of the estimation algorithm and the generalized key technical

lemma (Appendix) it follows that e, u, y are bounded functions. ·

Discussion Of Theorem 1 We will consider the following two cases:

1) The case where there are no disturbances, i.e A = 0. Condition (a) in Theorem 1

is immediately satisfied from property (b) of the estimation scheme. In fact, qYA,-YB are

smaller than any positive -y for T large enough. If one designs the compensator to be

uniformly continuous with respect to the coefficients in At and Bt, with the stability

region in the complement of the disc of radius c + 1, conditions (b,d) will be satisfied. The

boundedness conditions (c,e) are satisfied in many adaptive control designs where certain

continuity requirements are met, and when II Gt l does not approach zero. Hence, any frozen

time control design methodology which stabilizes the estimates and at the same time is

continuous with respect to these estimates will result in stabilizing the unknown system.

We will demonstrate this idea by showing that designs based on the 11 methodology for

the disturbance rejection problem can be used as a basis for a stable adaptive scheme.

2) The case where A =Z 0. Property (b) does not guarantee condition (a) in Theorem

1. This means that the speed of the estimation scheme has to be controlled, after some

finite T. This can be done by choosing r)maz to be small enough. Also, it is worth noting

that the speed of the estimation scheme need not be controlled for all time but it has

to be controlled for large enough time. The question of how small does 7 have to be is

difficult to answer a priori. Certainly, the estimates derived in Theorem 1 give a very clear

idea about the tradoffs involved, but this issue remains dependent on the control scheme

employed. A primitive solution of this problem is to reduce the speed of estimation on line,

till the signals in the loop become bounded, and then hold it at that speed. Once again,

the controller can be designed to vary continuously with the estimates to insure the rest

of the conditions in Theorem 1. Note that these results hold without any assumption of

pesistence of excitation to force the parameters to converge. Their value is most obvious
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in showing the limitations of adaptive control in the presence of disturbances. Also, this

characterization has the advantage of providing us with a large class of stabilizing adaptive

controllers, which makes it possible to satisfy performance specifications by choosing an

appropriate one.
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4. Application to Robust Adaptive Control

In this part the techniques presented in theorem 1 will be specialized to the problem

of adaptive 11 control. First, we will show how the 11-optimal control problem arises

naturally within the context of adaptive control. The idea is to design the controller to

minimize the effect of disturbances and error signal on the output. Intuitively, this means

that the estimation algorithm is less affected by the disturbance, and hence produces more

realistic estimates. Equivalently, minimizing the effect of the error on the output suggests

that the graphs of the plant and the frozen-time estimates, restricted on the domain of

all possible signals generated by the control scheme, are close. Since the bounds on the

disturbances and error signals are I °' bounds, the 11 methodology is most adequate in this

setting. Roughly, one can explain the procedure as follows: The input/output sequences

are related through the true model by

Ay(t) = Bu(t)

Assume at time T we have available the estimates AT, B, of A and B. Using this estimate

we can write the input/output relation as

A,y(t) = B,u(t) + e(t)

where E(t) is an error signal given by

e(t) = (A, - A)y(t) + (B - Br)u(t)

The control law u(t) is given by

u(t) = C,(-y(t) + r(t))

where Cr is constructed to stabilize the plant Pr = Br, and r(t) is a bounded referenceA,

signal. With this control law the output of the plant is given by

y = P,(1 + PC,)-lr + A (1 + PrCr)-le(t)

The first goal is to find a controller C, that internally stabilizes PT. Internal stability

means [ 5 ] that every element of the following matrix is a stable transfer function
1 51

1+P5C. 1+P.C,
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The family of all compensators that stabilize Pt, usually denoted by S(Pr), is appropriately

parametrized via the YJB parametrization [5]. If we think of the error signal e(t) as

a bounded 1° sequence, then it is reasonable to choose a compensator CT from S(P,)

that minimizes the induced operator norm. This is exactly an 11-optimal control problem

defined as follows

inf (1 + PC) - (10)
c,ES(P,) A, A

where

S(Pr) = {CrICr internally stabilizes PT}

A more precise explanation of the above intuitive idea can also be furnished in the

case where the plant estimates are in STV (0, q) with y small enough, i.e the estimates are

slowly varying with a rate q for all time t > O. From the previous section, if a controller

satisfies the conditions in Theorem 1, we have (r = 0):

[u()] = (I+F) - [-HrMt] e(r)

With - small enough, it follows that IIFI] is very small and the output is dominated by

the term

y - HTLte(r) = HLre(T) + H,[Lt, LT]e(T)

where the last term is small since Lt is slowly varying. Hence

y HrLre(r) = A (1 + PC,)-le(r) = 4'Te(r)

By minimizing the 11 norm at each frozen-time, we minimize un upper bound on the worst

case output since

supZ EIT (k)l < sup Ib| 1
r k=O r

With some extra effort, we can obtain accurate estimates of the above, however, this will

take us far from the main theme, and hence will not be presented.

The above considerations suggest the following adaptive scheme. First the parameters

are estimated and At and Bt are obtained. Based on these estimates the controller Ct is
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obtained by solving the above optimization problem (10). The controller u(t) = Ct(-y(t) +

r(t)) is implemented until the next estimation point, and then the process is repeated.

The main difference between this approach and other adaptive schemes (e.g. adaptive

pole-placement) is that at each stage the controller is chosen for its ability to reject the

modeling error, as well as for its stabilizing properties. The controller can also be chosen

to minimize other functions, for example the sensitivity or the complementary sensitivity

functions. Such approaches can be handled in an analogous manner. In order to keep the

presentation simple, and to avoid unnecessary technical difficulties, we will require further

knowledge of the unknown plant. This is included in the following assumption

(AS-2)

There exists a convex set C that contains the unknown plant parameters, such that

every plant whose parameters lie in C has a unique 11-optimal controller, has dis-

tinct unstable zeros, has no zeros on the unit circle, and has no unstable pole-zero

cancellation. This set C is assumed to be known a priori.

Assumption (AS-2) means that the model parameters are known up to membership of the

set C. This is again similar to the case of adaptive pole-placement, where it is necessary

to know the model sufficiently closely to insure the continuous solvability of the pole-

placement problem.
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4.1 Review of 1-optimal design

In this section, we will describe how to solve the 1l-optimal control problem. For more

details on this problem see [6,7]. The problem is to find the compensator C that solves

inf -(1 + PC)-'
CE S(P) A A

where

S(P) = {CIC internally stabilizes P}

We start by giving a parametrization of S(P), the set of all stabilizing compensators of

= B, where A and B are coprime. This parametrization can be achieved by using

coprime factorization [5]. Let X and Y be two stable rational functions that satisfy the

following Bezout's identity

BX + AY = 1 (11)

The set of all stabilizing compensators is given by

S(P) = {CIC = X Q + E AQ

Using this parametrization the function to be minimized is given by

l(1+PC)- I = Y-BQ Q E A

Let zl,' ,z, be the zeros of B that lie inside the open unit disc. Let K = BQ, then K

can be any stable rational function that satisfies

K(zi) = O, i = l,...,s

Therefore the optimization problem can be written as

inf tY - KlI[A
KE A,K(z) = 0

Now recall that R E A if and only if R = OOo rizi and Zi°o riI < oo. The induced norm

on any element of A, say °°=l riz i, acting as an operator on bounded sequences through

18



convolution is equal to the 11 norm of the sequence {ri}. Also K(zi) = 0 if and only if

-j=0 kjzS = O, if and only if < k,Zi >= 0 and < k,z[ >= 0 where

ZiR = Re(l,,?, ..... )

$Z IM(, Zi . ....z 

The notation <, > refers to the natural pairing between the spaces 11 and l ° ° . Define the

set S as follows

S = {K E III < K,z >= Oand < K,z' >= O,j = 1,..,}

The optimization problem becomes

inf IIY - Kill (12)

such that K E S.

Problem (12) has been solved by using duality [ 6 ] and was shown to be equivalent

to a finite dimensional optimization problem. Specifically,

a 8

, = inf jIY- Kll1 = max[Z aiReY(zi) + E aoi+ImY(zi)]

subject to
-1 8 8

-1 < Z tRe(Z) + Z ai+m(z) _< 1, = o, 1,2,...
i=l i=l

By solving the dual problem the optimal value /u is calculated, and the optimal functional

in the dual space will be given by

i = {rj} = E tIRe(zi) + c*+.Im(zi3)

To construct the optimal solution K* we use the alignment between ?b = Y - K* and

r. This alignment condition is given by

< r,f >= -IIb111lr1Ioo = (13)
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The condition (13) is true if and only if

00

ElAiri = II4'l ||kIIO
i=o

if and only if

-i = 0 whenever IFil # llloo (14)

and

Oiri > 0 (15)

Lloil=A (16)
i=o

From the definition of F, it is clear that only a finite number of the Fi 's have unit magnitude,

and Id F < 1 for all i 's greater than an integer N. This has the implication that the optimal

point ,b will have a finite number of nonzero A/X. In addition, for ?b to be admissible

Y - 0b E S, which results in the following system of linear equations

00

E 9ize = Y(zj) (17)
i=O

Relations (14)-(17) characterize the 11 -optimal solution.

At this point we would like to know what the controller looks like at each adaptation

instance. At time t we have At and Bt from which we calculate Yt and Xt using Bezout's

identity (11). Then we solve an 1' problem to obtain kt* = Yt - Kt*. The above analysis

shows that tt* will be a polynomial of a sufficiently large degree N. The compensator Ct

is given by
1 1- Atfkt*(t)
Pt AtVpt*

We want a coprime factorization for the compensator Ct. Recall that 1- At4't* = Bt(Xt +

AtQt*) is a polynomial, and expression Xt + AtQt* is a stable rational function which is

not necessarily a polynomial. Therefore, Xt + AtQt* can cancel some stable zeros of Bt.

Thus we can write

1- Attlt* = (Bt)u(Bt)8 uMt
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where we denote the stable polynomial that is canceled by Xt + AtQt* by (Bt)sc, the

rest of the stable polynomial by (Bt)8,, the unstable part of Bt by (Bt)u, and by Mt the

numerator of Xt + AtQt*. Therefore, the compensator Ct is given by

Mt
c= (Bt),)t*

Define the following polynomials

nL,

Lt = ik(t)z" = (Bt)8.Ct*
k=O

nM

Mt = Z ?k(t)zk = Tt
k=O

The closed loop polynomial is given by

MtBt + AtLt = (Bt)8e

Implementing the control law

Ltu = Mt(-y + r)

results in

(Bt)8 cy = BtMtr

y = (Bt)8,(Bt)uMtr
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4.2 Technical Lemmas

This section contains three technical lemmas, which establish the continuity of the

1'-optimal design as a function of the system parameters. The first lemma establishes

that the degree of the polynomials Mt and Lt, which define the controller at each stage,

is bounded. The second and third lemmas demonstrate the continuity of the minimum I1

norm and the optimal solution with respect to the system parameters.

Lemma 1: There exists an integer N such that the degree of Obt* is less than or equal

to N for all t sufficiently large.

Proof: In section 4.1, it was shown that the alignment condition implies that the optimal

solution is a polynomial of a certain degree. To show that there is a uniform bound on

the degrees of kt* we start by exhibiting an a priori estimate of the degree of the optimal

solution, which depends on the system parameters. Rewrite the constraints in the dual

problem as

-1 < i = Fa < 1 (18)

where F is the following semi-infinite matrix

1 1.. 1 0 .. O
Re(xz)... Re(z,) Im(zl) . Im(z,)

F = Re(z2) . Re(z) Im(z) Im(z2)
· · · .·· . ·*·

Note that the matrix F is written with the understanding that if zj is real then the column

Im(z~) is deleted. Also, when zj is complex then Zj is also present and thus the above

matrix contains only Re(z3) and Im(z3). Let L be an integer, L > 2s. Denote by FL the

matrix comprised of the first L rows of F. Now FL has a full row rank and thus has a left

inverse, which satisfies

FtFL =I

Therefore we can write

a = Ft FLa
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11all = -jIIFFLjlj •< IIFljxlFLgoo

The norm II Ilx is the induced norm of Frt as an operator from IL -I* l. This norm is

bounded above by the sum of the absolute values of the elements of F t . The fact that

a satisfies the constraints (18) means that IlFLclloo < 1, and thus we have the following

bound on a

I1lllll < IIF llx

Let w = max Izil < 1. For any k we have
i

jikl < W'jlljla

also

jlkl < wN11-jll 1 for all k > N

Irkl < wNlFgtllx for all k > N

If we choose N large enough so that wN II Fllx _< 1 it follows that

IWlIoo = max Irk Ik<N

As was outlined in section 4.1, the degree of Obt will be less than or equal to N. The key

point of the proof is the a priori estimate on N defined by the inequality

wN [Ftjlx < 1

By an application of Rouche's Theorem we can show that the location of the zeros of Bt

that lie in the unit disc is a continuous function of the coefficients of Bt. Therefore, due to

the fact that the coefficients of Bt and At are bounded, and the above iequality it follows

that there exist integers N and T such that

Degreetbt* (t) < N for all t > To

Since the following two lemmas involve continuity properties with respect to the plant

parameters, we should clarify the sort of topology imposed on the set of plants. Each plant
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p = B corresponds to a point (bl,...,bnal,...,an) in the Euclidean space R 2 n . The

topology imposed on the set of all plants is the Euclidean topology imposed on the set of

points corresponding to the coefficients.

Lemma 2: Define /(P) by

(P) -- inf II I(1 + PC)-'ll
C E S(P) A

/j(P) is a continuous function of P.

Proof: Let Pk be a sequence of plants converging to P. For each Pk, the minimum I1

norm of 1k(1 + PkC)-l will be denoted by /k. Given an c > O, by virtue of the fact

that Pk converges to P, and Yk to Y due to the continuous solvability of Bezout's identity,

there exists an integer N, such that Bk and B have the same number of zeros inside the

open unit disc, and

lk -/lkI < e for all k > N (19)

where j/ is defined as the solution to the following optimization problem

ik = max I aiRe(Y(zi)) + ai+8 Im(Y(zi))

The set Sk is given by

Sk = { aI Z iRe(z2.k) + ai+8Jm(zjik)I • 1}
i=l

where the {zik,i = 1,... s are the zeros of Bk that lie inside the unit disc. Also by the

convergence of Pk to P it is clear that there exists an integer N 2 such that for all k > N 2

we have the following set inclusion

Sk C S = {a EaiRe(z/) + ai+8 m(z) I< 1 + E}

This implies that

k- < max aiRe(Y(zi)) + a ai+jIm(Y(zi))
-- i=l i=1
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= max < Y, F >= (1 + Ec) (20)
II 1oo1 l- + ~

Combining (19) and (20) we conclude that

Ak < A + fE(/ + 1) for all k > max(N1, N 2) (21)

With an exactly similar argument we can show that there exists an integer N 3 such that

A < Ik(1 + E) + E for all k > N 3 (22)

The inequalities (21) and (22) imply the result if /k is a bounded sequence. The sequence

:k is defined by

Lk = max [ aiRe(Yk(zi)) + ai+sIm(Yk(zi))I (23)
iEk L ti=1

As was shown in lemma (1), the fact that a satisfies the set of constraints -1 < Fk a <

1 imposes a bound on its 11 norm. This bound was shown to be Ialii1 <• IIFtL lx. Since Pk

converges to P, for k sufficiently large IIFtL[Ix is a bounded sequence, which implies that

there exist a constant M such that IaI 1 < M. Taking the absolute value of (23) we get

•Ikl < Mmax(lRe(Yk(zi)), iIm(Yk(zi))l)

The sequences IRe(Yk(zi))l and IIm(Yk(zi))l are bounded due to the continuity of the

solution of Bezout's identity with respect to the system parameters [4]. Therefore, the

sequence Ak is bounded and the lemma follows. -

Lemma 3: Let 'b(P) be the unique 11 optimal solution that satisfies

1(P) = l[i2(P)ii

O(P) is a continuous function of P.

Proof: Let Pk be a sequence of plants converging to P. Corresponding to each Pk there

exist an optimal 1l solution denoted by kk. By lemma (1) we know that there exist integers
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M1 and M such that for all k > M 1 , the optimal 11 solutions ?Pk are polynomials of degree

at most M. Thus we have
M

Ak = II'IkIIl =E k+ikI
i=O

In lemma (2) we showed that /k is a bounded sequence, in the sense that there exist an

integer N1 and a constant R such that

I/ukI < R for all k > N 1

which means that

M

II1 kll = E IikI < R for all k > max(Nl,Mi)
i=O

We can prove the convergence of Ok by showing that all its cluster points are the same. Let

4_ be the optimal 11 solution corresponding to P, and let bkm, be a convergent subsequence

of Obk. The existence of this subsequence is guaranteed by the compactness of the unit ball

in RM. Assume that

lim ?km = 
m

Since the mk,. 's are the 11 optimal solutions for the plants Pki,, they must satisfy the

interpolation conditions

?Pk, (Zik,) = Ykm (Zikm,)

Where zikm are the zeros of Bkm that lie inside the open unit disc. Using the continuity of

the solution of the Bezout's identity (11) with respect to the system parameters we obtain

lim V km (Zik, ) = lim Ykm (Zik ,)
m m

V (zi) = Y(zi) (24)

Also from lemma (2) we have

lim ]]4k,1 H = I~II = l (25)
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Relations (24) and (25) mean that 4 satisfies the interpolation conditions and achieves the

minimum norm it, therefore by the uniqueness assumption (AS-2) it follows

2P = 

This means that all the cluster points of ?Pk are the same and equal to 0b. This proves the

continuity of the optimal solution with respect to the system parameters. ·
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4.3 Convergence of the Adaptive Scheme

The previous results established the following facts:

(1) The estimates At and Bt remain bounded, and are slowly time-varying.

(2) The polynomials Mt and Lt are continuously dependent on At and Bt, and slowly

time-varying.

(3) The coefficients of the polynomials Mt and Lt are uniformly bounded.

Theorem: Subject to the assumptions ( AS 1-2) the above scheme leads to

(i) {u(t)} is a bounded sequence.

(ii) {y(t)) is a bounded sequence.

(iii) The closed-loop characteristic polynomial tends to (Bt).c in the sense

tlim [(Bt) 8 y(t) - G(t - 1, z)r(t)] - 0

where
n nM

G(t- X,z) = E b(t- 1) E - k(t - l)zi + k

j=1 k-=O

Proof:

Look at the filtered signals

w(t) = At.(Ltu(t) + Mty(t))

Mte(t) = Mt.At-ly(t) - Mt.Bt-lu(t)

Therefore we can write w(t) as

w(t) = (MtBt + AtLt)u(t) + [At.Lt - AtLt]u(t)

+[At.Mt - AtMt]y(t) + Mte(t)

-[Mt.At-_ - MtAt]y(t) + [Mt.Bt-1 - MtBt]u(t)
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Similarly

z(t) = (MtBt + AtLt)y(t) - Lte(t)

+[Bt.Lt - BtLtlu(t) + [Bt.Mt - BtMt]y(t)

+[Lt.At-I - LtAtly(t) - [Lt.Bt-_ - LtBt]l(t)

The relation between {u(t),y(t)} and {e(t), w(t), z(t)} can be summarized by

[y(t)] = [(t) - Mte(t)] (26)
[yt)J z(t) + Lte(t)

where U is given by
U [(Bt)., + [At.Lt - AtLt] + [Mt.Bt-1 - MtBt]

[Bt.Lt - BtLt] - [Lt.Bt_i - LtBt]

[At.Mt - AtMt] - [Mt.At-1 - MtAt]
(Bt),, + [Bt.Mt - BtMt] + [Lt.At- 1 - LtAtIJ

(26) is a linear time-varying system with input {e(t), w(t), z(t)) and outputs {u(t), y(t)}.

The technical lemmas demonstrated the continuity of the 11-optimal design. This and

the fact that the estimates of the model parameters are bounded and slowly time-varying

implied that the controller parameters are slowly time-varying. Therefore, the assumptions

of Theorem 1 are satisfied, and the conclusion that the system is stable follows. Since r(t),

w(t), and z(t) are bounded signals, it follows that {u(t)} and {y(t)} (and hence +(t)) grow

no faster than linearly in e(t), that is

Il0(t)l I < cl + C2 max le(r)l I
0<r<t

for some positive constants C 1 and C 2. Recall from the properties of the estimation

algorithm that
lim e(t)2 0
t-.o 1 + O(t - 1)TO(t -1) =

Using the key technical lemma of [8], we conclude that

lim e(t) = 0
t- oo
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and {u(t)}, {y(t)} are bounded.

Since e(t) = At-ly(t) - Bt_u(t), we can write

Lte(t + 1) = Lt.Aty(t + 1) - Lt.Btu(t + 1)

= [Lt.At - LtAtly(t + 1) - [Lt.Bt - LtBt]u(t + 1)

+LtAty(t + 1) - Bt[Mtr(t + 1) - Mty(t + 1)]

= [Lt.At - LtAtIy(t + 1) - [Lt.Bt - LtBt]u(t + 1)

+(Bt),,y(t + 1) - BtMtr(t + 1)

Taking the limit as t -- oo of both sides of the above expression, and using the boundedness

of At, Bt, Mt, Lt, {y(t)}, {u(t)}, {r(t)} we get

lim [(Bt)8 cy(t) - G(t - 1,z)r(t)] = 0 -
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Appendix

Lemma: (Generalization of the Key Technical Lemma [8]). Let the sequence {?7(t -

1)} be given by

) (t 1), if e(t) 2 > 4A2;
17(t - 1.0, otherwise.

where {((t)} is a bounded sequence that satisfies 0 < 77min •< r(t) < rlmaz < 1. If the

sequences {e(t)} and {((t)} satisfy

(1) lim ",(t-l)[e(t)2-4A 2 ] = 0.
t Boo ~+ ll+(t-1)112

(2) Linear boundedness condition: There exists constants 0 < cl < oo, 0 < c2 < oo such

that

Ilb(t)II < Cl + C2 max le(r) 
O<r<t

then it follows that

(i) {Ilk(t)II} is bounded

(ii) limsupe(t) 2 < rlm~x4A2

Proof: The proof of this lemma is a straightforward generalization of the proof in [8], and

its inclusion here is for the sake of completeness. First assume that {e(t)} is bounded. The

linear boundedness condition implies that {4(t)) is also bounded, and by condition (2) it

follows that

limsup 7(t - l)e(t)2 < limsup7(t - 1)4A2 < 7rmaz4A 2

Consider the following expression which appears in the above limit

(t- 1)e(t) 2 = { (t - 1)e(t)2 , if e(t)2 > 4A2;
0, otherwise.

which implies that

me(t)2 < rl(t - 1)e(t)2 , if e(t)2 > 4A2;
n - nmin4A2, if e(t) 2 < 4A 2 .

From the above limsup expression we get

rlmin lim sup e(t) 2 < max(limsup tl(t - 1)e(t) 2, ?lmin4A2 )
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< max(t7maz4A2,r min4A 2 ) < r7maz4A 2

In other words

limsupe(t) 2 < t1max 4 A 2
77min

To complete the proof assume that {e(t)} is unbounded. Let {t } be a sequence of integers

such that

le(t)l < le(tn)l for all t < t,

lim le(tn) = 00

and

e(tn)2 > 4A 2

The linear boundedness assumption and the above constructed sequence imply that there

exists constants 0 < kl < oo and 0 < k2 < oo such that

c + l0(tn)l112 < kl + k 2e(tn)2

Along the subsequence {tn) the estimation algorithm weighting factor 27(t, - 1) is equal

to /(tn - 1) and therefore it satisfies

1rmin < rl(tn - 1) < 7.maz

Using the above observations it follows that along the subsequence {tn} we have the

following inequality

r7min(e(tn)2 - 4A2 ) < n(t, - 1)(e(tn)2 - 4A2 )

kl + k2e(tn)2
- c + l(t, - 1)112

but

limmin(e(tn ) 2 - 4 2) = _min
t, kl + k 2e(tn)2 k2

Therefore
< min < l (tn - 1)(e(t) 2 - 4 2 )

which contradicts condition (1) in the theorem. Thus the assumption that {e(t)} is un-

bounded is invalid and the conclusion of the theorem follows. 2
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